Obsession HP
Create eye-popping, animated gobo light shows with
Obsession HP, a compact LED effect light fitted with a 100W
LED that projects multi-colored, rotating gobos. Obsession
HP’s design power and flexibility reaches new heights
because gobos are interchangeable and the onboard mirror
dish and separate color and gobo wheels easily generate
complex lighting looks. Generate a synchronized show in
Master/Slave mode with up to 2 units and save time running
cables and extension cords by power linking multiple units.
Obsession HP is compatible with IRC-6 for flexible control
over all features and fits best in the CHS-40 VIP Gear Bag.
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Highlights
Compact LED effect light fitted with a 100W LED projects multi-colored, rotating
gobos
Increase design flexibility and effects with inter-changeable gobos
Easily generate complex looks using the rotating gobo wheel plus mirror dish
Generate a synchronized show in Master/Slave mode with up to 2 units
Separate color and gobo wheels allow for creative programming
Quickly and easily change gobos using the easy-access gobo door
Includes 10 popular holiday gobos

Includes 10 popular holiday
gobos

Compatible with IRC-6 for flexible control over all features
Save time running cables and extension cords by power linking multiple units
Fits best in the CHS-40 VIP Gear Bag
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Specifications
DMX Channels: 2 or 8
DMX Connectors: 3-pin XLR
Colors: 6 + white, split colors, continuous scroll at variable speeds
Gobos: (7 metal), rotating, indexing, interchangeable, continuous scroll at variable speeds
Light Source: 1 LED (cool white) 100 W, (4 A), 50,000 hours life expectancy
Strobe Rate: 0 to 20 Hz
PWM Frequency: 4 KHz
Coverage Angle: 116°
Power Linking: 3 units @ 120 V; 6 units @ 230 V
Input Voltage: 100 to 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz (auto-ranging)
Power and Current: 176 W, 2.2 A @ 120 V, 60 Hz
171 W, 1.3 A @ 230 V, 50 Hz
Gobo Size: 18.6 mm outside, 12 mm image, 5 mm max thickness
Weight: 10.2 lb (4.7 kg)
Size: 14.96 x 8.26 x 12 in (380 x 233 x 305 mm)
Approvals: CE
Optional Controller: IRC-6

What's Included
Obsession HP
10 popular holiday gobos
Power cord
Quick Reference Guide
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